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Small satellite missions with higher complexities tend to demand 
more sophisticated requirements, which push the limits of 










































Source: Facchinetti G. Small Satellites: Economic trends. 2016;130(December):1–102. Available from: http://www.defencesa.com/upload/Facchinetti G. Small Satellites 
Economic Trends Dec 2016-FINAL.pdf
Attitude Determination
Attitude Estimation Algorithms
• TRIAD, Q-Method, Least Squares
• Kalman Filter – Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
• Particle Filter
• H-Infinity Filter 
• The Particle Filter has been proposed for satellite attitude 
estimation and has shown improved performance 
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Attitude Dynamics Attitude Kinematics
Sensors – Mathematical Models
Magnetometer 𝐁meas = A q 𝐁ECI + 𝐯mag
Sun Sensor 𝐒meas = A q 𝐒ECI + 𝐯sun
A q = q4
2 − q13




The PF is a nonlinear estimation algorithm that 
approximates nonlinear functions using a set 
of random particles.
Models in PF Attitude Estimation
Attitude Dynamics Model Simulated Sensors
System Model Measurement Model
xk+1 = fk(xk, wk) ↔ p(xk+1|xk) yk = hk(xk, νk) ↔ p(yk|xk+1)
Models in PF Attitude Estimation
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Particle Filter – Schematic























Calculate the importance 















k → k + 1
Measurement yk
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• High accuracy attitude estimation achieved with PF (±0.01°), 
compared to EKF (±1°)
• Improvements in PF estimation with 2 sensors 
Computation Burden





• High accuracy attitude estimation achieved 
with PF (±0.01°), compared to EKF (±1°).
• Two different attitude sensor configurations for 
PF were simulated. 
• The inclusion of a sun sensor improved the PF 
attitude estimation, but the computational 
burden was higher. 
A comparison for attitude estimation via PF in small 
satellite estimation where two different sets of 
attitude measurements are available. 
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